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Abstract: In this paper we present a fast ray-tracing
technique with scalable approximation accuracy for eld
strength prediction in cellular mobile network planning.
Automatic network design methods, like the Adaptive
Base Station Positioning Algorithm (ABPA), [2, 3], perform a huge number of eld strength estimations and require therefore a fast and accurate approximation. However, common prediction techniques either give only rough
estimations or are too complex for fast evaluation, cf. [7].
The proposed new ray-tracing technique obtains its speedup by taking advantage of the topological information inherent in the used triangulation data structure of the investigated terrain. By that, it is possible to apply simple
mathematics and algorithms to trace individual rays. The
applicability of the fast ray-tracing technique is demonstrated for both a single transmitter scenario and in conjunction with ABPA.

I. Introduction
The fast and careful planning of modern cellular mobile
communication networks is an essential criterion for their
commercial success. With the application of fast design
methods, a network operator can reduce the planning costs
and shorten the time of putting the system to operation.
Additionally, careful network planning can keep the investments into required hardware on a minimal level while
obtaining a high quality of service. The planning procedures for present mobile communication systems try to
obey these essentials, cf. [4], but ful ll the objectives only
partially. For example, commercial available mobile planning tools like GRAND, [6], help the system engineer to
evaluate the radio coverage but they do not give a hint
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Figure 1: Integrated Network Planning Approach

where to place the transmitters. The engineer has to move
them around in the virtual planning scenario of the tool
until he nds a good con guration. Moreover, nowadays
applied planning methods concentrate only on radio engineering aspects, like radio coverage and interference. They
neglect the user behavior and the related teletrac issues.

II. Integrated mobile planning
The shortcomings mentioned above lead to the need for
an unsupervised and integrated design method. The approach is summarized in Figure 1. The core component is
the Adaptive Base Station Positioning Algorithm (ABPA)
and was rst presented in [2]. The algorithm autonomously
locates base stations in the investigated terrain. ABPA
considers four di erent system engineering aspects: the
radio wave propagation, the user behavior, the teletrac
allocation and the system architecture. So far, only the
rst two aspects are implemented and the latter two are
in planning. The spatial behavior of mobile users is represented within ABPA by a distribution of discrete cluster
points, cf. [3]. For obtaining an optimal mobile service
supply the algorithm uses competing base stations which
try to cover as many points as possible. The algorithm
shifts around the transmitter in the virtual scenario until a considerable con guration is reached. The movement
of the base station is conducted by a modi ed simulated
annealing procedure. Since this is an iterative algorithm,
it requires the evaluation of the radio coverage in each
adaption step. However, the prediction methods used for
cellular network design are either too complex and therefore computationally intensive [7] or not accurate enough
for automatic planning [9]. Because of this fact, ABPA
requires a fast and arbitrary accurate eld strength prediction method, i.e. the engineer must be able to adjust
the speed by choosing a certain accuracy.

III. Radio wave propagation
models
The accuracy of the eld strength prediction depends particularly on the applied radio wave propagation model. A
lot of di erent propagation models have been proposed for
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various environments, like urban or rural terrain. An ecient algorithm for the prediction has to regard the speci c
features of these models. In this section, we will not provide physical formulae, but an overview of some important
eld strength prediction methods and their capability. For
a more detailed description of these methods, the interested reader is conferred to [1, 7, 9].
Free Space Propagation assumes that no obstacle interferes the radio wave propagation. Therefore the eld
strength depends only on the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The approximation can be computed rapidly from one equation, but it estimates the actual value eld only very roughly.
A more realistic propagation model was presented by
Okumura [8]. It is essentially based on computing the free
space path loss and then adding or subtracting correction
factors to account for the di erent morphological features
of urban and rural terrain as well as the antenna height.
The model was made applicable by Hata, cf. [5]. He published empirical values for the correction factors. Since the
Okumura/Hata model is an extension of the Free Space
Propagation model, it is quite simple to compute, but limited in accuracy.
Complex propagation models like the methods described by Kurner et al. [7] are based on ray-optical approaches. The wave interactions are modeled in detail and
described by the uniform theory of di raction and physical optics. This approach is very accurate but it requires
considerable computational e ort, since conventional raytracing is applied.
To sum up, there are many eld strength prediction
methods with di erent complexity, but a method with
arbitrary scalable speed and accuracy is not available yet.

IV. Fast Ray-Tracing
The eld strength prediction method which we consider
is based on the capability of ray-tracing to model optical e ects very accurately. Ray-tracing was introduced by
Whitted, [10], as a technique for creating photo-realistic
pictures. Since ray-tracing for image generation and raytracing for eld strength prediction have the same core
idea but di er essentially, we rst explain the image generation method and thereafter the eld strength prediction
approach.

A. Ray-Tracing for photo-realistic image
generation

To generate high-quality pictures, photo-realistic raytracers consider the sum of all details within the picture,
such as surface textures, shadows, re ections, etc. Therefore, it is necessary to describe the content of the environment in a computer processable format. Usually, this
is achieved by specifying all objects as certain graphical
primitives, e.g. rectangles, cubes or spheres. The image is
generated with this information in the rendering step, see
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Figure 2: Schematics of ray tracing

Figure 2. This processing step assumes an observer which
is looking at the modeled scenery from behind the image
plane. The plane or window is segmented by a regular grid
where each segment corresponds to a pixel of the generated
picture. A ray originating at the observer is cast through
the center of each pixel and traced until its rst intersection with an object. The pixel color is set to the ambient
color of this object. The color of the object is determined
by recursively tracing and emitting secondary rays until
a certain recursion depth is reached. By using secondary
rays, this method can simulate optical e ects like shadows,
re ection, and refraction.
Unfortunately, optical ray-tracers are slow because the
simulation of these e ects requires high computational effort. Moreover, they generate only a two-dimensional picture of the visible objects of the three-dimensional scenery.
However, for evaluating the radio coverage, the electric
eld strength on every surface element in the scenery has
to be computed.

B. Ray-Tracing for eld strength prediction

Ray-tracing for eld strength prediction is based on the
light house idea, see Figure 3. The ray-tracer emits raprimary rays
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Figure 3: Ray-launching

dio beams from the transmitter in all directions and illuminates the scenery, i.e. the supplying area. At an
intersection the appropriate physical laws for re ection,
di raction, and transmission of radio waves are applied.
Because of this direct ray-tracing, often also referred to
as ray-launching, the eld strength is obtained on each
surface element. Furthermore, this approach includes the

possibility of modeling multipath propagation. However,
this method is still very slow, due to the lack of knowledge
about the structure of the scenery.

trajectory points. They are stored as a sorted list. Once
the list is obtained, an intersection of a ray with a surface
element can be detected by comparing the height values 
and  +1 of two successive trajectory points i and i +1, see
Figure 6. The height  of a trajectory point i is the altii

i

C. Fast Ray-Tracing

i

Our proposed fast ray-tracing technique is based on the
ray-launching approach and obtains a considerable speed
up by using a sophisticated three-dimensional digital terrain model. The terrain is composed of triangles that interpolate the surface between the equidistant altitude samples, see Figure 4. By exploiting the topographical infor-
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Figure 4: Three-dimensional terrain model
mation inherent in this data structure, the fast ray-tracing
method avoids unnecessary intersection tests of the emitted ray with the triangles.
The projection of the triangles from the threedimensional terrain model onto a two-dimensional (x; y)plane takes on regular shapes (compare Figure 4). This
facilitates a favorable numbering with three ordinates
(x; y; z ), where x and y are the ordinates of usual two orthogonal axes of the projection plane and z is the index
of the diagonals. In the (x; y)-projection an emitted beam
traverses a sequence of adjacent triangles, see Figure 5.
The points that lie on intersections of the projection of
the ray and the projection of the triangle edges are called
x
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Figure 5: Trajectory points of a ray
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Figure 6: Calculation of a three-dimensional intersection
point
tude of the ray at this point relative to the surface, marked
by the arrows in Figure 6. A change of sign of these height
values indicates an incident ray. Once a point of intersection is determined, the electric eld strength on this
surface element can be computed by modeling the proper
physical e ects [7].
The list of trajectory points can be obtained by applying Algorithm 1. The procedure Generate Trajectory

Algorithm 1 (Generate Trajectory)
variables:
xmin ; xmax
ymin ; ymax
line
x, y, z
nump ; numq ; numd
p; q; d
traj

range of x values
range of y values
traced ray
loop variables
index variables
indexed lists of points
resulting list of trajectory points

algorithm:
1 funct gen trajectory(start ; end) 
2
begin
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

xmin Ceil(start:x); xmax Floor(end:x);
ymin Ceil(start:y); ymax Floor(end:y);
line new line(start; end);
for x xmin to xmax do
pnump point on line(line ; x);
nump nump + 1;

od
for y ymin to ymax do
qnumq
numq

numq + 1;

dnumd
numd

numd + 1;

point on line

(line ; y);

od
for z xmin + ymin to xmax + ymax do
od
end

point on line

traj merge lists(p; q; d)
return traj .

(line ; z);

intersects the projected ray with the parallels of the x-axis
which have integer y-coordinates and stores the trajectory
points. Then, the parallels of the y-axis and the z -axis
are treated analogously. It is important to mention at this
point, that intersections in a two-dimensional space are
much easier to compute than in a three-dimensional environment. In Algorithm 1, point on line() calculates the
point on the line for a certain integer x, y, or z coordinate.
The function new line() creates a new ray from start to
end. The procedure merge lists() consists of a mergesort routine and combines the three lists of axes trajectory
points.
A major drawback of common ray-launching methods
is the appropriate setting of the stepwidth for the altitude
and the latitude angle. For example, if the altitude angle
 step was selected too large, not every surface element is
reached. If this angle was too small, too many super uous
beams are emitted, see Figure 7. This problem disappears
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Figure 7: Fixed altitude angle stepwidth
if rays are aimed at the midpoints between every two successive trajectory points, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Variable altitude angle stepwidth
The complete fast ray-tracing algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2. The algorithm directs trajectory lines with
latitude angle ' and computes their trajectory points.
Then, the algorithm emits rays to the midpoints between
two trajectory points, cf. Figure 8. An intersection of this
ray with a surface element will occur in any case. The
functions collision() computes the exact intersection
point on the surface element. At this location the eld
strength is evaluated by the function fsp(), which models
the proper physical e ects, cf. [7]. The predicted eld
strength value is stored for each the surface element.
Additionally, the intersection point serves as a starting
point for secondary rays. The new beam is generated
by function create secondary ray() and is recursively
traced until a given depth is reached. The function
find triangle() relates the intersection point with its
encompassing triangle. The function max range() limits

Algorithm 2 (Fast Ray Tracing Algorithm)
variables:

current maximum range of Tx
Eucl. distance between Tx and sensors
temp. variable for eld strength calculation
list of trajectory points
intersection point of ray with triangles
ti
triangle of three dimensional terrain model
', ' horizontal stepping and tracing angle
radius
dist
fs
traj
c

algorithm:
1 proc fast ray tracing(Tx) 
2
begin

radius max range(Tx);
for all triangles ti do
ti : eld strength 0;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

od
for ' := 0 to 2   step ' do

targettraj (Tx) + (sin('); cos('); 0);
traj gen trajectory(Tx ; targettraj );
for i := 1 to ktraj1 k do
targetdecl 2  (trajj,1 + trajj );
if distance(Tx ; targetdecl ) < radius

then

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

line new line(Tx ; targetdecl );
hold antenna height(Tx);
for j := 1 to i do
triangle ;
hnew hray
j , hj
if sign(hnew ) < 0

then

od

hold

c

collision

(trajj,1 ; trajj );

hnew ;

dist distance(Tx ; c);
fs fsp(Tx ; dist);
ti find triangle(c);
ti : eld strength fs;
create secondary ray(c);

od
od
for all sensors si do
end

od.

ti find triangle(c);
si : eld strength ti : eld strength;

the length of the trajectory to the maximum receiving
distance and the function distance() computes the
distance between two points in the three-dimensional
model.

V. Results for a single transmitter
We applied our fast ray-tracing method on real terrain
data of an area northwest of Wurzburg, Germany. The
extension of the area is 10km  10km. Figure 9 shows the

bird's eye perspective of the supplying area for a single
transmitter located in the center. Points marked by 'x'
represent cluster points (of the spatial user distribution,
cf. section II.), which receive a eld strength above a
certain threshold. The points marked by '+' are cluster
points where radio coverage is not given. The shape of

its speed-up by taking advantage of the topological information inherent in the used triangulation data structure.
The appealing feature is its scalability. By varying the
triangle sizes, the stepwidth of the latitude angle, or the
considered physical phenomena, it is possible to obtain
the desired prediction accuracy or the intented speed.
This fast ray-tracing methods permits the application of
automatic cellular mobile network planning tools.
Acknowledgment: The authors like to thank Prof. P. TranGia for supporting their work.
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Figure 9: Supplying area of a single transmitter
the supplying area has the expected \lacunarity" and is
corroborated by results from real measurements.

VI. Applying Fast Ray-Tracing
for locating multiple base
stations
Figure 10 shows the nal distribution of six base stations
using ABPA in conjunction with fast ray-tracing. The

Figure 10: Result of fast ray-tracing with ABPA
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are tagged by various symbols. The result was obtained
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The nal placement of the transmitter was plausible to
human experts.

VII. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a fast ray-tracing technique for
eld strength prediction. The proposed method obtains
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